MAGAZINE & NEWSPAPERS LIST

Access
Adbusters
Advocate
Air & Space Smithsonian
Allure
Alternative Press (AP)
American Fitness
American Heritage
American Journal of Nursing
American Journal of Psychology
American Nurse
American Rifleman
American Scientist
American Spirit
Americas
Aperture
Archaeology
Architectural Digest
Architectural Record
Art & Antiques
Art in America
ArtForum International
Artist’s Magazine
Artnews
Atlantic Monthly
Automobile Magazine
Autoweek
Aviation Week & Space Technology
Backpacker
Better Homes & Gardens
Bicycling
Black Enterprise
Bloomberg Business Week
Bon Appetite
Business & Commercial Aviation
Car & Driver
CGW Computer Graphics World

Updated: 1/2/2013
Christianity Today
Christian Science Monitor Weekly
CMA Today
CMKY Magazine
Commentary
Communication Arts
Communication Briefings (online only)
Community College Journal
Community College Journal of Research & Practice
Community College Week
ComputerWorld
Conde Nast Traveler
Congressional Digest Debates (Pro and Con)(online only)
Consumer Reports (including Buying Guide)
Cooking Light
Cosmopolitan
Cycle World
Dental Health
Details Magazine
Digital Photo
Discover
Diverse: Issues in Higher Education
Diversity Employers Magazine
DiversityInc
down Beat
E: The Environmental Magazine
Easy English News
Ebony
Economist
Education Update
Educational Leadership
Educational Technology
Electronic Gaming Monthly
Electronic Musician
Elle
EMS World
Entertainment Weekly
Entrepreneur
ESPN Magazine
Esquire
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Essence
Evidence-Based Nursing
Family Circle
Fantasy & Science Fiction
FBI Bulletin (free subscription)
Field & Stream
Fire Rescue Magazine
Fitness
Florida Design
Florida Nurse
Florida Sportsman
Florida Travel & Life
Florida Trend
Food & Wine
Food Arts
Food Network Magazine
Forbes
Fortune
Futurist
General Dentistry
Glamour
Good Housekeeping
GQ (Gentlemen’s Quarterly)
Harper’s Bazaar
Harvard Business Review
Health
Hispanic Outlook in Higher Education
Hollywood Reporter
Hot Rod
HOW
Humanist
Inc.
InStyle
Interior Design (includes Buyer’s Guide)
Issues in Science & Technology
JEMS
Jet
Journal of College Student Retention: Research Theory & Practice
Journal of Dental Technology
Journal of Forensic Sciences
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Journal of Holistic Nursing
Journal of Research in Nursing
Journal of the American Dental Association
Juxtapose
Ladies Home Journal
Latina
Latina Style
Lion (free subscription)
Low Rider
Macleans Magazine
MacWorld
Marie Claire
Massage & Bodywork
Maxim
Men’s Health
Men’s Journal
Minority Nurse
Money
Motocross Action Magazine
Motor Trend
Muscle & Fitness
Nation
National Geographic
National Geographic Traveler
National Review
National Wildlife
Natural Health
Natural History
New Republic
New Scientist
New Yorker
Nursing
Nutrition Action Health Letter
O: the Oprah Magazine
Online
Out
Outdoor Life
Outdoor Photography
Parents
Paris Match
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Pastel Journal
PCWorld
People
Phi Delta Kappan
Photoshop User
Poder Hispanic
Poets & Writers Magazine
Popular Mechanics
Popular Photography
Popular Science
Prevention
Print
Progressive
Psychology Today
RDH
Reader's Digest
Real Simple
Reason
Redbook
Road & Track
Rolling Stone
Rotarian
Runner's World
Science
Science Illustrated
Scientific American
Self
Seventeen
Shape Magazine
Sight and Sound
Sister 2 Sister
Skeptical Inquirer
Sky & Telescope
Slam
Smart Computing in Plain English
Smithsonian
Sophisticate's Black Hair Styles and Care Guide
Sound & Vision
Sound on Sound
Southern Living
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Sports Illustrated
Stereophile
Surfer
Taste of Home
Tattoo
Teen Vogue
Thrasher
Time
Today's Black Woman
Total Film
Transworld Skateboarding
Tufts University Health & Nutrition Letter
US Weekly
Vanidades Continental
Vanity Fair
Vegetarian Times
Vogue
Week (The)
Weight Watchers Magazine
Whole Living
Wired
Woman’s Day
Women’s Health
Working Mother
Writer’s Digest
WWE Magazine

NEWSPAPERS (on newspaper rack)

Lake Worth Herald
New York Times
Palm Beach Post
Palm Beach Daily News
Sun Sentinel
U.S.A.Today
Wall Street Journal
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